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CONFERENCE INFORMATION 

 

We are delighted to welcome you to the 2021 British New Testament 

Society conference, whether you are attending in person or participating 

online.  

 

Attendance and Registration 

Registration will take place at Hatfield College and St. John’s 

College.  

 

Resident Delegates: 

You should register at the college where you will be 

accommodated. Those with surnames beginning A-L will be 

accommodated in Hatfield College, and those with surnames 

beginning M-Z will be accommodated in St. John’s.  

 

Non-resident Delegates: 

You should register at St. John’s.  

 

Please see p. 3 for details of information you will need at registration in order 

to participate in the conference. 
 

Online Delegates: 

Zoom links and information for online participants can be found on p. 28. 

 

Breakfast 

Breakfast for residents will be served in the dining rooms of Hatfield College 

and St. John’s College. 

 

Business Meeting 

The Business Meeting (Friday 17.30–18.15) will be held via Zoom this year 

(link on p. 30). This is the Society’s annual meeting to elect committee 

members and receive reports. All delegates are invited to attend, but for any 
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matters put to the vote, only those who are members of the Society are 

eligible to vote: this means those who are either resident in the UK and 

pursuing post-doctoral research (as a lecturer or an independent scholar) or 

registered postgraduate research students of a UK institution. The meeting 

will also be streamed in the LRC Lecture Room. Among other agenda items 

two new committee members will be elected.  

 

mailto:francis.watson@durham.ac.uk
mailto:kimberley.a.fowler@durham.ac.uk
mailto:nicholas.j.moore@durham.ac.uk
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 

Thursday 19th August 

 

14.00–16.00           Arrivals and check in                                                   Hatfield & 

                                                                                                              St. John’s                                                    

 

16.00–17.30         Coffee/tea and cake                                                       St. John’s  

                                                                                                               Gardens 

                                                                                                     

17.45                   Welcome by Prof Janet Stewart                                     Leech Hall 

                           (Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities,  

                           Durham University)                                                      

                            

                            

18.00–19.30         Plenary Paper (1): Dominika Kurek-Chomycz,                Leech Hall 

                           Liverpool Hope University, ‘“To be read and                   

                           known by all”: Scripturality and Paul’s Second  

                           Letter to the Corinthians’ 

                    

                          Introduction to the Critical Dictionary of Apocalyptic and  

Millenarian Movements (www.cdamm.org), sponsors of this 

evening’s wine (5-10 mins) 

 

19.45–21.30         Gala Dinner                                                          Durham Castle                                            

                                                                                                                  

21.30–late            Bar                                                                    Durham Castle &                                                                                                                       

                                                                                               Linton Bar, St. John’s 

Friday 20th August 

 

7.45–9.00                       Breakfast                                                 Hatfield/St. John’s                                                                               

 

09.15–10.45                   Seminar session (1)                                  Locations on p. 5 

 

10.45–11.15                   Coffee/Tea                                      Haughton Dining Room 

 

11. 15–12.45                  Seminar session (2)                                   Locations on p. 5 

 

13.00–14.00                   Lunch                                             Haughton Dining Room 

 

14.00–15.15                   Free time  

                                    (the joint Synoptics/Second Temple Judaism online session   

                                     session will also run at 14.00) 

 

15.15–15.45                  Coffee/Tea                                       Haughton Dining Room 

 

15.45–17.15                  Simultaneous Short Papers                         Locations on p. 5 

 

17.30–18.15                  Business Meeting                    ONLINE / LRC Lecture Room 

 

18.30–19.45                  Dinner                                             Haughton Dining Room 
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20.00–21.30          Plenary paper (2): Philip Alexander,                            Leech Hall 

                            University of Manchester 

               (The Graham Stanton Memorial Lecture),  

‘Judaism between 70 and 135 and its importance 

for understanding the post-70 New Testament 

Writings and the Apostolic Fathers’ 

 

21.30–late             Bar                                                          Linton Bar/Hatfield Bar                                   

                                                                                                         

 

Saturday 21st August 

 

7.45–9.00             Breakfast                                                          Hatfield/St. John’s 

 

09.15–10.45         Seminar session (3)                                             Locations on p. 5 

 

10.45–11.15         Coffee/Tea                                                Haughton Dining Room 

 

11.15–12.45        Plenary paper (3): Andrew Boakye,                            Leech Hall 

                          University of Manchester, ‘God’s People and    

Abraham’s Children: Revivification as 

Theological Nucleus in Paul’ 

                                                                                                             

13.00–14.00         Sandwich lunch and departures                  Haughton Dining Room 

SEMINAR AND SIMULTANEOUS SHORT PAPER LOCATIONS 

 

1) The Book of Acts                                                                            Linton Room 

2) The Book of Revelation                                       LRC Group Study Room 

3) Early Christianity                                                            LRC Allchurches 

4) Johannine Literature                                                              Bailey Room 

5) Later Epistles                                                                   ONLINE ONLY 

6) New Testament and Second Temple Judaism                          Vasey Room 

7) Paul                                                                           LRC Lecture Room 

8) Synoptic Gospels                                                              Tristram Room 

9) The New Testament and Christian Theology                            Crossroads 

Simultaneous Short Papers A                                                ONLINE ONLY 

Simultaneous Short Papers B                                                ONLINE ONLY 

Simultaneous Short Papers C                                               LRC Lecture Room 
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PLENARY PAPER DETAILS AND ABSTRACTS 

 

Plenary Paper (1): Thursday Evening 

Chair: Jamie Davies, Trinity College Bristol                                                             

Location: Leech Hall (Zoom Link on p. 29) 

 

Dominika Kurek-Chomycz, Liverpool Hope University, ‘“To be 

read and known by all”: Scripturality and Paul’s Second Letter to 

the Corinthians’ 

Reading, as opposed to writing, is rarely mentioned explicitly in the Pauline 

letters. In 2 Corinthians, in contrast to other letters, writing is primarily 

about the Apostle’s own epistolary activity. Reading what Paul writes (1:13) 

and what he has accomplished among the Corinthians as the diakonos of the 

“new covenant” (3:2-6), is contrasted with certain ways of reading the “old 

covenant” (3:14-15). I argue that Paul’s insistence that he has “the same spirit 

of faith” as the Psalmist (4:13) ascribes special status to his writing, both in 

this letter, and in his prior correspondence with the Corinthians. Writing not 

only allows the apostolic absence to be embodied as powerful epistolary 

presence; what is more, it enshrines this presence in the letter as that of the 

Apostle’s afflicted flesh which embodies the death and life of Jesus (4:10-11), 

perpetually linking thus Paul’s story with Jesus’s story. I show how, even if 

devoid of dominical sayings, the letter mediates the affective and relational 

memory of Jesus, while its emotional style and vivid sensory imagery produce 

enargeia, further enhancing the status of Paul’s writing. 

 

 

 

Plenary Paper (2): Friday Evening 

The Graham Stanton Memorial Lecture 

Chair: John Barclay, Durham University        

Location: Leech Hall (Zoom Link on p. 29) 

 

Philip Alexander, University of Manchester, ‘Judaism between 70 

and 135 and its importance for understanding the post-70 New 

Testament Writings and the Apostolic Fathers’ 

I will argue that it is necessary to read the later New Testament writings and 

the Apostolic Fathers specifically and narrowly against the Judaism that 

emerged in the period 70 to 135. The Judaism of this period was in many 

ways distinct. This was a crucial period in the development of Judaism as it 

struggled to cope with the destruction of the Temple – a time of transition 

and flux different in important ways from Judaism before 70 and Judaism after 

135. It was also a crucial period in the development of Christianity, a period 

dominated by the all-consuming problem of how to define its distinctive 

identity vis-à-vis its Judaic matrix. Though it is not easy to reconstruct Judaism 

between the First and Second wars against Rome, I will suggest how it can be 

done – at least enough to provide a meaningful context in which to set post-

70 Christianity. I will sketch some of its key features and show how attention 

to these may shed light on aspects of emergent Christianity and lead to new 

insights into the meaning of Christian texts from the late first century.     
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Plenary Paper (3): Saturday Morning 

Chair: Kimberley Fowler, Durham University                                           

Location: Leech Hall (Zoom Link on p. 29) 

 

Andrew Boakye, University of Manchester, ‘God’s People and    

Abraham’s Children: Revivification as Theological Nucleus in Paul’ 

That the Epistles to the Romans and to the Galatians are thematically related 

is plainly evident even from the most cursory reading of both. Yet the 

relationship between the two remains difficult to disambiguate, largely owing 

to the lack of clarity over why Paul penned Romans. Whilst commentators 

have rightly shied away from attempting to precipitate a hard centre to Paul’s 

theological outlook, the obvious, albeit complex relationship between 

Galatians and Romans suggests it is too early to totally jettison the search 

for any cogent centre. This is not least of all true because their common 

tropes remain central to a number of ongoing debates within Pauline studies. 

In view of the above, this paper will explore connections between the 

polemical elements of the two letters, which combine to illuminate the 

Apostle’s broader rhetorical trajectory. It is hoped that this more thematic 

approach demonstrates a clear argumentative similarity between Romans and 

Galatians, that is sensitive to the occasional nature of their composition, while 

suggesting that in some way both letters (and other letters within the entire 

genuine Pauline corpus) aim to articulate the same central truth: Israel’s God 

has birthed the eschatological community by the instantiation of new life. This 

motif of new life is initially located within Israel’s prophetic tradition, is 

fulfilled in the resurrection of Jesus and points to the life of the new creation 

both anthropologically and cosmologically.  
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SEMINAR PAPER DETAILS AND ABSTRACTS 

 

1) The Book of Acts     

Chairs: Sean Adams & Monique Cuany                           

 

Session 1 

Nicholas Moore, Cranmer Hall, Durham, ‘Putting the Temple in its 

Place: Revisiting the Stephen–Hebrews Relationship’ 

Certain similarities between Acts 7 and the Letter to the Hebrews have long 

been noted, and both texts have been important in source-critical and socio-

historical reconstructions of divergent groups within the early church. While 

current scholarship is more reticent regarding distinct factions of ‘Hebrews’ 

and ‘Hellenists’, the textual similarities remain and have been evaluated as 

more or less weighty by different commentators. This paper re-examines the 

relationship in the light of recent studies of both Acts 7 and Hebrews that 

contest a cult-critical reading. It first revisits and amends Lincoln Hurst’s 

assessment of shared lexical and conceptual points. It then argues on the basis 

of these commonalities that the two texts approach Israel’s sanctuary/ies 

through engagement with Old Testament traditions to similar ends: by 

attending to the heavenly sanctuary, the earthly sanctuary is neither overly 

exalted nor condemned, but is instead put in its rightful place, both spatially 

and temporally. 

Robert Heimburger, ‘The Name of Jesus Christ in Acts and Names 

in Social Media: Saved by the Name’ 

The empires of social media trust in names. They promise that as users 

fashion their names and reputations, or as corporations shape behaviour 

related to those names, there is glory and profit, a form of salvation. And in 

Acts, the apostles’ activity revolves around a name, around the cultic act of 

proclaiming the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. This is a name to be 

baptized into, a name through which to be made well or to suffer, a name in 

which to speak or in which to be forbidden to speak. Peter declares that only 

in this name is there salvation (4:12). Drawing on scholarship on social media 

and on Acts, the paper will interrogate the use and worship of names in Acts 

and in social media today. The paper will explore the ways in each domain 

that cults surrounding names are seen to facilitate forms of communal 

wellbeing and salvation. 

Session 2: Luke-Acts and ancient historiography  

James Morgan, ‘Exegetes and historians on reading Luke and Acts 

within the historiographical tradition’ 

Review of Le corpus lucanien (Luc-Actes) et l’historiographie ancienne 

(https://www.lit-verlag.de/isbn/978-3-643-90954-1). 

Reviewers: Loveday Alexander, Lisa Hau, and Julia Snyder 

Respondent: James Morgan 

Session 3 

Tyler Hoagland, University of St Andrews, ‘Witnesses to Christ and 

Kingdom: “The Kingdom of God” as an Apostolic Anchor in the 

Book of Acts’ 

 

https://www.lit-verlag.de/isbn/978-3-643-90954-1
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The authority of the Twelve apostles is the central authorization structure for 

all evangelistic endeavors in the Book of Acts. Their connection to Jesus’s 

own ministry and his selection of them provide the anchor that moors the 

growing movement to its founder. However, as the movement grows, new 

evangelists appear, putting pressure on this structure. 

This paper contends that the phrase ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ anchors the 

ministries of Philip and Paul to the authority and teaching of the Twelve. This 

thesis will be demonstrated by establishing the nature of the apostolic 

vocation of the Twelve, as presented in the earliest chapters. Then, the role 

of Philip and Paul as new evangelists beyond the Twelve in the ensuing growth 

of the movement will be considered. Finally, the contextual function of the 

occurrences of ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ will be traced to demonstrate how this 

phrase connects the activities of Philip, Paul, and the Twelve to Jesus through 

this common kerygmatic thread. 

Michael Blythe, ‘A Social-scientific Analysis of Simon the Magician’s 

Request in Acts 8’ 

Throughout Luke-Acts, status and wealth are portrayed with disdain, 

meanwhile the call to disband from money and possessions to assume a lower 

social position is presented to be a critical component to discipleship. 

However, the case of Simon the Magician in Acts 8 presents an unusual 

occurrence insomuch that a character participating in the life of the ecclesia is 

rejected while expressing an intent to surrender money and serve in a critical 

but inappropriate role. This paper employs social-scientific criticism exploring 

the urgency of Simon’s request in a limited good society. In proposing a 

purchase of apostolic gifts, Simon intended to position the apostles as patrons 

of the Holy Spirit’s superior power, whereby he would assume a brokerage 

role enabling him to retain his local honor status by continuing a benefactor 

role to the client population. However, to the ecclesia, Simon was seeking to 

achieve an honour status beyond his own, which was not only the antithesis 

of discipleship but also amounted to envy, a detestable quality in the social 

world of Luke-Acts. 

 

2) The Book of Revelation     

Chairs: Garrick Allen & Meredith Warren                         

 

Session 1 

Timothy Tse, University of St Andrews, ‘The Great Tribulation as 

Space in Revelation’ 

Historically and in popular culture, Revelation has often been interpreted in 

light of eschatology and time, with the primary focus being on when the 

events depicted within them occur. While works like Christopher Rowland’s 

The Open Heaven have called the direct link between apocalyptic texts and 

eschatology into question, such insights have not been evenly applied to 

John’s Apocalypse. This paper will argue that John’s use of “great tribulation” 

in its various iterations (Rev 2:22, 7:14) depends far more on spatial 

categories than temporal ones. The verbs and prepositions1 applied to the 

“great tribulation” suggest spatial rather than temporal usage. The image of 

the saints standing in Rev 7:1-15 separates them from “everyone else” in 6:15, 

suggesting that the “great tribulation” they came out of was in some sense 

spatial. Spatial transition is moreover a common theme in Revelation: John 

consistently depicts the saints as being in a separate location from everyone 

else, such that “salvation” can be depicted as moving from one location to 

another (vis Rev 18:4). Consequently, in Revelation the “great tribulation” is 
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another name for the narrative location of “everyone who is not a saint,” just 

like the “earth,” Babylon, Sodom, and Egypt. 

Martina Vercesi, University of Glasgow, ‘“You will see heaven 

opened, and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son 

of Man”: The relationship between John’s Writings and the Jewish 

Apocalyptic Tradition’ 

While among the writings attributed to John, the book of Revelation presents 

a strong influence of the apocalyptic texts, the study of the relationship 

between Apocalyptic and the Gospel of John has gained much interest only 

recently (Frey, 2013). Following this direction, this paper will offer the 

opportunity to investigate how the themes of the Jewish apocalyptic world 

have been shared in the broad Johannine literature. Is there a particular 

theme/idea which is present in all five writings? What apocalyptic framework 

do they present? In order to attempt to answer these questions, the analysis 

will concentrate not as much on the text (that is verbatim agreements) but 

rather on the hermeneutic and the images which could be retrieved. This 

study provides the opportunity to reflect on the reception and interpretation 

of a selection of apocalyptic themes found in the Johannine corpus. Further, it 

might also lead to re-consider whether there could be any relationship 

between those five writings attributed to the same apostle. 

Nathan Betz, KU Leuven, ‘Why did Origen spiritualize the New 

Jerusalem (Rev. 21–22), and what does this mean for us? An 

intertextual and historical-critical adventure’ 

Long before Revelation declined in the popularity polls among eastern 

Christian theologians, Origen engaged in a sustained spiritualizing and de-

historicizing reading of one of its most recognizable and influential figures, the 

New Jerusalem (chs. 21–22). Many respected historians of early Christianity 

have argued—or even assumed—that Origen was the first to do this, and that 

by doing so he was thumbing his nose at a monolithic millenarian exegetical 

tradition vis-à-vis the New Jerusalem. In this paper, I challenge this point of 

view. Specifically, I look at the prior second-century Asian and Alexandrian 

traditions of interpreting the ancient Jewish prophecies of a restored city of 

Jerusalem and then build the case that Origen was in fact developing a rich 

and, more importantly, pre-Alexandrian spiritualizing exegetical tradition—a 

way of reading survives in the earliest preserved second-century Christian 

theological reflections on Revelation’s New Jerusalem (e.g.  Melito, Justin, 

Papias, and even Hermas). What is at stake? If Origen, by this revisionist 

reading, turns out to be preserving, sustaining, and developing a yet earlier 

Christian exegesis of this text, we now have a powerful new lens through 

which to look at these enigmatic last chapters of Revelation, and, perhaps 

more enticingly, a new perspective into what this re-contextualized text may 

tell us for our own times. 

Cristian Cardozo, Adventist University of Colombia, ‘Fabricating 

the Fall of Satan: Revelation 12:7-12 and its Interpretation in Early 

Christianity’ 

Some interpreters understand Rev 12, 7-12 as a depiction of (1) a literal war 

between Michael and his army and Satan and his apostate angels that resulted 

in the subsequent expulsion of the latter from heaven prior to the creation of 

the world (2) Satan’s defeat (represented metaphorically as an expulsion) at 

Jesus’ death or (3) a combination of the previous options. Although this 

interpretation is common in contemporary exegetical works, early 

interpreters of Revelation explained these verses differently. This prompts 

the question of who were the innovative interpreters that articulated the 

contemporary explanation of the pericope? Accordingly, employing 

Wirkungsgeschichte as the methodology, in this paper I will argue that (1) 
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Oecumenius was the first interpreter who understood Rev 12, 7-12 as a 

portrayal of a literal war between Michael and Satan which resulted in the 

expulsion of the devil from heaven due to his pride and apostasy (2) 

Oecumenius did not reach this conclusion by exegeting Rev 12, 7-12. Rather, 

he connected traditional patristic exegesis and reflection over Satan – 

condensed mainly on interpretations of texts like Ezek 28, 11-19; Isaiah 14, 

12-17 and Luke 10, 18 – with Rev 12. (3) Andrew of Caesarea not only 

replicated Oecumenius’ exegesis of the pericope but argued that this passage 

also portrayed Satan’s defeat at the cross of Jesus due to the influence of the 

patristic exegesis of John 12, 31 (4) Given that Andrew’s commentary was 

widely copied and widespread (whereas Oecumenius’ wasn’t), He is ultimately 

accountable for the dissemination of Oecumenius’ exegesis of this pericope as 

well as his own. (5) Therefore the earliest Greek commentators of Revelation 

are the responsible for the common trend of interpretation of Rev 12, 7-12 

found in many contemporary exegetical works. 

No Sessions 2 and 3 

 

3) Early Christianity    

Chairs: Dominika Kurek-Chomycz & Francis Watson              

 

Session 1 

Christina Kreinecker, KU Leuven, ‘Ancient Everyday Life and 

Women’s Well-Being’ 

Documentary Papyri from the Graeco-Roman world are a treasure trove for 

analysing New Testament writings in their socio-historical context. They 

shed particular light on the lives of ancient women which in turn affects the 

understanding of passages speaking about women in the New Testament and 

in Early Christian writings. Next to considering the differing social statuses of 

women mentioned in documentary papyri, this presentation will look at 

documents containing information about women’s physical well-being. For 

example, in P.Oxy. L 3555 the collision of a donkey-carriage with a slave-girl, 

in which she seriously injured her hand, is reported by her slave-

owner, Thermouthion, who describes herself as a “weak” woman in need of 

help; at the same time though, this document shows that actually she herself 

is the one taking action to see justice done. In this presentation a variety of 

such papyrological examples with specific relevance for women mentioned in 

the New Testament context will be illustrated and discussed.  

Session 2 

Sarah Whitear, Leuven, ‘Firm Faith, Infirm Bodies: 

The Haemorrhoissa as an Example for Menstruating Women in the 

Early Church’ 

In some early Christian sources, the Haemorrhoissa is utilised as an exemplar 

for menstruating women in the Church. For Dionysius her tale shows that 

pious women would not dare to come to the altar and receive communion 

whilst bleeding. Yet, in other texts, the Didascalia and later in a letter from 

Gregory the Great, we find the opposite belief: the pericope shows that 

women should not be prevented from coming to the church and participating 

in religious activities on the basis of their period of ‘infirmity’. This paper will 

examine the utilisation of the story of the Haemorrhoissa in early Christianity 

in relation to arguments about women’s religious practices during 

menstruation. It aims to demonstrate that through emphasising different 

elements of the same narrative, early Christian writers were able to use the 
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pericope for contrasting arguments. It will examine the use of the synoptic 

story in the writings of Dionysius of Alexandria, the Didascalia, and Gregory 

the Great.  

Elif Karaman, Dokuz Eylül University, Izmir, ‘O Priestess, 

Wherefore Art Thou? Women’s Religious Roles in Greco-Roman 

and Early Christian Context’ 

In their presentation of women as wives, mothers, widows, and social figures, 

early Christian writings related to Asia Minor, particularly Ephesus, bear a 

striking resemblance to literary and archaeological sources from the area. 

Early Christian authors borrowed substantially from Greco-Roman traditions 

and social values when constructing nascent communities. However, the 

correlation stops when it comes to women in religious roles. This paper will 

explore how and why Christian authors deviated from cultural norms in 

terms of granting women power within religious roles. Considerable 

evidence, particularly inscriptional, depicts priestesses of various cults from 

Ephesus. However, early Christian writings linked to Ephesus esteem women 

for their help in the community and submissiveness to God, while rarely 

mentioning their active involvement in religious ceremony or administrative 

matters. Moreover, in the rare exceptions to this, women’s positions do not 

seem to be specifically connected to their gender. I will argue that Ephesian 

women, sought after to fulfil religious roles in Greco-Roman society precisely 

because of their gender, were shunned from these in early Christian circles 

for this same reason.  

Session 3 

Jeremiah Coogan, University of Oxford, ‘Celsus on Gospel Plurality 

and Incompetent Readers’ 

The second-century philosopher Celsus mocked Christians who “alter 

(μεταχαράττειν) the original text of the Gospel three or four or many times 

… to reject criticisms” (Cels. 2.27). Modern consensus has understood this 

passage as attesting Celsus’ knowledge of multiple Gospels. Yet while 

Origen’s treatise offers abundant evidence for Celsus’ knowledge of 

Matthew, it does not provide clear evidence for Celsus’ knowledge of other 

Gospels (even at Cels. 5.52). I argue in this paper that Celsus’ criticism is 

better explained in light of elite second-century polemic—by Gellius, Galen, 

Lucian, and others—against inferior readers who lack discernment and 

arbitrarily alter manuscripts. Celsus’ complaint is not about a contradictory 

multi-Gospel corpus but about varying ἀντίγραφα of (what he thinks to be) 

the same work. Christians’ irresponsible textual practices reveal their 

inadequate παιδεία and cultural inferiority. Textual instability, not 

contradiction, is the focus of Celsus’ complaint. This re-reading challenges the 

widespread idea that early Christian engagement with a pluriform Gospel 

corpus was prompted by cultured despisers’ critiques of contradiction. 

 Julia Lindenlaub, University of Edinburgh, ‘Apocryphon of James 

(NHC I,2) and the Evolution of Scholarly Reading Communities in 

Roman Egypt’ 

A striking letter found at Oxyrhynchus and dated to the second 

century, P.Oxy. 2192 attests senders and recipients engaged as a social group 

in scholastic activity. These colleagues refer to the libraries of both individual 

and bookseller, specify texts for sending and copying, and demonstrate 

awareness of another literary circle seemingly engaged in the same enterprise. 

In parallel, Apocryphon of James (NHC I,2) features epistolary address from 

its fictive author to a lacunose recipient and also refers to a previously sent 

book (1.1–35). James furthermore admonishes his recipient to ensure that 

only a privileged few are entrusted with such texts. On the basis of these 
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corresponding epistolary features, this paper aims to draw parallels between 

the ostensible second-century Egyptian provenance of Apocryphon of James 

and its fourth-century manuscript preservation by educated study circles of 

Egyptian Christianity. This paper will suggest that in both contexts, continuity 

can be identified between social circles demarcated by a scholastic reading 

culture, illustrating the evolution of reading communities in Roman Egypt.  

 

4) Johannine Literature     

Chairs: Cornelis Bennema & Andy Byers                             

 

Session 1 

Thomas Habib, University of Cambridge, ‘Guilty of Sin? Ignorance 

and Moral Responsibility in the Gospel of John’ 

This paper forms part of my current PhD research into the moral 

characterisation (ἦθος) of unbelief in John’s Gospel. In this presentation, we 

will consider whether characters who do not believe in Jesus are portrayed as 

morally responsible for their ignorance/lack of recognition. In John 9:41, Jesus 

tells the Pharisees, “If you were blind, you would not have sin (ἁμαρτία). But 

now that you say, ‘We see,’ your sin remains” (NRSV). In this verse, Jesus 

offers a moral evaluation of the Pharisees as ‘sinners’ for their failure to 

recognise him and believe. Yet this verse also raises the question of moral 

responsibility: why are the Pharisees blamed for their ignorance of Jesus?  In 

what sense are they not blind? Adopting Aristotle’s theory 

of general and particular ignorance as a starting point, we will examine how the 

author employs a series of narrative devices to portray unbelievers morally 

culpable for their ignorance/lack of recognition of Jesus.  

Zacharias Shoukry, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, 

‘Healings as (Re-)Creations in the Gospel of John?’ 

Within the framework of Ruben Zimmermann’s project Creation in the Gospel 

of John, funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, I am working on my 

PhD thesis regarding the tradition history of the creation theology in the 

Fourth Gospel. Past research has indicated that there are not only explicit 

statements about creation (1:1–3, 10) but also specific motifs that reveal 

implicit creation theological conceptions (the giving of the spirit in 20:22, 

expressed through the same verb [ἐμφυσάω] as in Gen 2:7).  In this paper, I 

want to focus on the question of whether Jesus’s healings can be understood 

as acts of (re-)creation. Do Jesus’s words, healing the official’s son, have the 

same power as the creator’s words in the beginning? Is the healing of the sick 

man at Beth-zatha part of the father’s and the son’s ongoing creational activity 

(5:17)? Might the making of mud be a creation motif, opening up the 

possibility of reading John 9 as the blind man’s re-creation? Does the raising of 

Lazarus point to the life-giving power of Jesus as creator? 

Ahreum Kim, University of Cambridge, ‘Conquering the Greco-

Roman World in John and 1 John’ 

This paper will look at the “conquering” language in the Gospel of John and 

the First Letter of John in Greco-Roman context. In the Gospel, it is Jesus 

who conquers the world (16:33), and his opponent is the “ruler of this 

world” (12:31; 14:30; 16:11), which could refer to the emperor, who is 

represented by Pontius Pilate and the Roman soldiers. In 1 John, the 

conquerors are the “young men” (2:13-14) and the one who believes that 

Jesus is the Son of God (5:4-5), and the multiple opponents include the evil 

one, the devil, false prophets, and antichrists. This paper will show that both 

the Gospel and the Letter suggest a conquering of the Greco-Roman world 

through pistis (belief/faith) in Jesus as the divine Son, which counters the 
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concept of victory in the culture that is associated with the goddess Nike 

(Roman: Victoria) and military victories achieved through a submissive 

“pistis to the Romans.” 

Session 2 

Panel Discussion and Book Review of Andrew J. Byers, John and the 

Others: Jewish Relations, Christian Origins, and the Sectarian 

Hermeneutic 

The Johannine Literature has inspired the Church’s Christological creeds, 

prompted its Trinitarian formulations, and resourced its ecumenical 

movements. But while confessional readers find in these texts a divine love 

for “the world,” biblical scholars detect a dangerous program of “othering.” 

These writings are now understood as products of an anti-society with an 

anti-language that is anti-ecclesiastical, anti-hierarchical, and, more seriously, 

anti-Jewish and even anti-Semitic. Is the “John” who has contributed so richly 

to the Christian theological tradition guilty of sectarian “othering”? In John and 

the Others, Andrew Byers challenges the “sectarian hermeneutic” that has 

become a default mode of interpreting these texts and argues that the “Other 

Disciple” is actually a salutary resource for a contemporary world steeped in 

the negative discourse of othering. In this panel discussion, reviewers 

challenge and engage with Byers’ arguments and discuss their implications for 

Johannine studies. 

Review panel: Judith Lieu, Catrin Williams, and Chris Keith 

Session 3 

David Lamb, University of Manchester, ‘The Science of Biblical 

Studies and the Continuing Influence of Raymond E. Brown’s 

Anchor Bible Commentary on the Gospel of John’ 

The year 2020 marked the 50th anniversary of the publication of the second 

volume of Raymond E. Brown’s landmark two-volume commentary on the 

Gospel of John for the Anchor Bible Commentary series. This commentary is 

probably the most influential English language commentary on the Gospel of 

the 20th Century and continues to be widely cited. This paper looks at some 

of the reasons for the commentary’s enduring popularity, before examining in 

detail Brown’s adherence to the historical-critical method, which he 

repeatedly describes as a ‘scientific’ approach to exegesis. The 

appropriateness of scientific terminology for biblical studies will be considered 

and an evaluation made of how ‘scientific’ Brown actually was, with reference 

to the methodology explicitly set out in an earlier published article on “The 

Johannine Sacramentary Reconsidered”, material from which was 

incorporated into his commentary. Finally, an assessment will be made of 

Brown’s continuing influence in the light of subsequent reactions against the 

historical-critical method and the rise of literary and reader-response 

approaches to exegesis. Is there a place for Brown in contemporary 

Johannine scholarship? 

Rachel Danley, University of Aberdeen, ‘Ideological Temple Space 

as a Theological Expression of Participation in the Fourth Gospel’ 

Within the Fourth Gospel, Johannine scholars have increasingly identified 

Temple imagery with often conflicting conclusions, but this has not been 

connected significantly with the gospel’s participatory language. I hope to 

rectify this disengagement by drawing upon the interdisciplinary fields of 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory and Critical Spatiality to recognise how various 

aspects of theology are expressed through the Temple’s multivalent 
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metaphors and metaphorizations of space. In this paper, I will engage these 

interdisciplinary tools alongside traditional exegetical methods to observe 

how Second Temple Judaism expresses the holiness of God through various 

images of the Temple. Through the physical space of the Temple humans 

require extensive purification in order to gain access to God’s presence. The 

greater part of this study will consider the Temple imagery of the first two 

chapters of the Fourth Gospel and how it relates to the gospel’s participatory 

theology. I suggest that the Fourth Gospel reveals the covenantal work of 

God through Jesus which purifies believers, thus allowing them access to God, 

and the indwelling of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 

Buki Fatona, University of Oxford, ‘Augustine’s seventh gradus: a 

Johannine-Neoplatonist synthesis?’ 

St Augustine’s conception of the seven gradus described in his De quantitate 

animae is usually attributed to Neoplatonism. The gradus being degrees of 

functionalities the soul possesses. There are strong parallels between 

Augustine’s schema of the gradus and that of Neoplatonists 

[see Plotinus’ Enneads 1.2.4; Porphyry Sententiae ad intelligibilia ducentes 32 

(p.25.10ff. L.). In this paper, I make two points. First, I propose that in 

addition to understandings from Neoplatonism, Augustine constructs his 

schema from an exegesis of John 14. Augustine describes the 

seventh gradus as not just/quite a gradus but a mansio—i.e., an abode wherein 

the soul resides in timeless, undisturbed peace. To me, the word ‘mansio‘ has 

echoes of John 14.2’s “μοναὶπολλαί”. In that both mansio and μονη (sing.) 

mean “a staying or remaining”. Second, I ask if the use of μονη in John 14.2 is, 

in turn, reflective of a Platonic conception of eternity as “μένειν ἐν ἑνί“? 

(Timaeus 37d6) I.e., A place in which the soul ascends “to remain in unity with 

the One. 

 

 

5) Later Epistles  

Chairs: Katherine Hockey & David Moffitt                         

 

Session 1: The Catholic Epistles  

Kelsie Rodenbiker, University of Glasgow ‘Exemplarity and Petrine 

Attribution in 1 and 2 Peter’ 

If imitation is said to be the sincerest form of flattery, perhaps one might also 

say that pseudepigraphy is the sincerest form of veneration. Eva Mroczek 

writes of the practice of pseudonymous attribution that, “rather than texts in 

search of authors, we sometimes have something like the opposite—

characters in search of stories. That is, linking texts and figures was 

sometimes less about filling a bibliographic gap than about expanding lore 

about a popular cultural figure” (The Literary Imagination in Jewish Antiquity, 16). 

To put it differently, attribution is not only related to text-critical issues or 

genealogical source-criticism but can be more broadly conceptualized as the 

intentional construction of tradition orbiting a key figure of prestige who 

serves as a gravitational center—in other words, as a facet of the rhetorical 

strategy of exemplarity. While exemplarity is commonly understood as the 

reference to narrative or historical figures who represent a particular virtue 

or vice, taking 1 and 2 Peter as a particular example I argue that 

pseudepigraphy can also be characterized as exemplarity. 
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Session 2: Deutero-Pauline Epistles  

Brian W. Bunnell, Furman University, ‘Kingdom, God, and 

Christology in the Deutero-Paulines: Engaging a Linguistic 

Development in Early Christianity’ 

The expression ‘kingdom of God’ appears six times in the letters of Paul (1 

Thess 2:12; Gal 5:21; 1 Cor 4:20; 6:9–10; 15:50) and three times in the 

deutero-Paulines (2 Thess 1:5; Col 4:11; Eph 5:5). Of these nine occurrences, 

only Ephesians 5:5 adds a modifier so that the expression reads ‘in the 

kingdom of Christ and God.’ The addition of the term ‘Christ’ is consistent 

with a phenomenon that occurs four times in the deutero-Paulines where 

Christological terms modify the term ‘kingdom’ instead of or in addition to 

the term ‘God’ (Col 1:13; Eph 5:5; 2 Tim 4:1; 2 Tim 4:18). But why and to 

what end? Through an analysis each text, I demonstrate that this 

Christological modification betrays a development toward the veneration of 

Jesus that functions as a mechanism for coming to terms with the non-event 

of the kingdom of God. By linking basileia with vocabulary that reveres Jesus, 

the deutero-Paulines allow the expectation of Paul’s imminent kingdom to be 

mediated through the veneration of Jesus in their present. 

Philip J. Lowe, University of Wales Trinity Saint David, ‘Christ as 

the Ruler Over the Dead: 𝔓 46, a Bipartite Encomium, and a New 

Reading of Colossians 1:15–2′ 

The book of Colossians is many things. At times it is direct, yet it is often 

confounding. It is theology, rhetoric, poetry, instruction, and encouragement. 

It is both eschatologically intimate and temporally distanced. And while much 

has been written on the book of Colossians, one pericope has ostensibly 

demanded more attention than any other: Colossians 1:15-20. A microcosm 

of the last fifty years of scholarship on this pericope can be seen in the words 

of N.T. Wright, “The obvious starting point in the analysis of the passage is 

the parallelism between words and phrases in the different sections.” 

(“Poetry and Theology in Colossians 1:15-20,” 444.) Ostensibly, this 

“obvious” starting point is without flaw. However, this methodology is based 

in the false premise that we can assume what the pericope says before we 

know what the pericope is. In error, even the most-diligent readers have 

researched the epistle’s most-pregnant pericope without contemplating its 

encomiastic structure. This paper seeks to challenge common understandings 

of Colossians 1:15–20 and to offer a new interpretation with further inclusion 

of its oldest known manuscript: 𝔓 46. First, we will discuss the importance of 

rhetoric in the oral-aural culture of the Roman world. Second, we will analyze 

the rhetorical topoi of the encomium and the importance of the text offered 

in 𝔓 46 in Colossians 1:18. Lastly, we will offer a new interpretation of the 

encomium. 

Session 3: Hebrews 

Angela Costley, St Mary’s College, Oscott, ‘By faith, Abraham has 

offered up Isaac”: Death and Resurrection in Hebrews 11:17’ 

In Hebrews 11:17, we are told that by faith Abraham offered Isaac. In 

Hebrews 11:19, we read that Abraham’s faith consisted of the fact he 

believed that God is able even to raise someone from the dead. This seems a 

little strange if we take it as a reference to Genesis 22 as we now have it. In 

the Akedah, when Abraham attempts to sacrifice his son, his arm is stayed by 

an angel (Gen. 22:11). However, there is possibly another, darker, tradition 

that might lie behind Hebrews’ comment. In this other tradition, Abraham 

does slay Isaac. Indeed, various scholars have explored the redaction of the 

Genesis account and the suggestion that, originally, Isaac was indeed killed – 

T. Freitheim, RE Friedman, CTR Hayward, JD Levenson, to name a few – a 
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tradition that persisted and is found in Rashi’s commentary and Pirke de 

Rab. Eliezer, where he also rises. This paper will explore the fascinating 

possibility Hebrews knew this tradition and suggest Hebrews is reliant upon a 

typological theology in which Isaac was truly sacrificed.  

Owen Edwards, University of Chester, ‘A Scarlet Thread Leading 

Beyond the Camp: Yom Kippur, the Red Heifer, and Rahab’ 

Diverse texts in Hebrews – texts on the eternal Sabbath, the red heifer 

sacrifice, the journey of Jesus outside the Camp, and the example of Rahab, 

particularly – seem disconnected or only tangentially related, yet an 

investigation of the source and traditions of those subjects, as well as their 

rhetorical use in Hebrews, reveals that they are closely and intentionally 

connected. Drawing on parallel Rabbinic texts, Philo, and (especially) the 

Epistle of Barnabas, this paper will show that this network of texts is clearly 

connected in the tradition that Hebrews drew upon. Furthermore, this 

complex but clear example of intertextual exegesis spanning the whole letter 

furnishes an excellent example of the Epistle’s allegorical interpretation of 

Scripture – with even the lack of explicit textual links serving the author’s 

purpose, as the Christian is commanded to seek spiritual “meat” over “milk”. 

 

6) New Testament and Second Temple Judaism     

Chairs: Susan Docherty & Crispin Fletcher-Louis           

 

Session 1 

Philip Alexander, University of Manchester, ‘The Political Context 

of the New Jerusalem Passages in the New Testament Writings’ 

This paper will survey those passages in the New Testament which express 

the Christian eschatological hope in terms of a longing for a new or heavenly 

Jerusalem, or a heavenly country, or a heavenly citizenship, and argue that 

these expressions are strongly political in orientation. Politically they face two 

ways. On the one hand they negate the aspirations of many Jews of the time 

to establish Jerusalem as the capital of a glorious new Jewish State. They signal 

that Christians cannot endorse Jewish nationalism. On the other hand, they 

too look forward to the overthrow of Rome and to that extent side with 

Jewish hopes, but what will replace Rome will be the manifestation of Christ’s 

Kingdom on earth. They position the Christian community carefully on the 

political map of the day, and reveal a political dimension to early Christian 

thought, and an engagement with politics, that is often overlooked. 

Response by Richard Bauckham, Ridley Hall, Cambridge 

Session 2: Joint Session with Synoptic Gospels 

ONLINE ONLY (14.00 Friday) 

In person participants should join in this session either from their bedrooms 

or from the LRC Lecture Room (with headphones). 

Book Review Panel, Matthew Thiessen, Jesus and the Forces of 

Death: The Gospels’ Portrayal of Ritual Impurity Within First Century 

Judaism (Baker Academic Press, 2020) 

Panel members: Chris Keith (St Mary’s University, Twickenham) and Candida 

Moss (University of Birmingham), with Matthew Thiessen (McMaster 

University) in attendance. 
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Session 3 

Luke Irwin, Durham University, ‘Crucified and Raised on the 

Cosmic Mountain: The Gardens of the Fourth Gospel and the 

Presence of God’ 

The temple-garden complex of the “cosmic mountain” looms large in the 

Hebrew Bible as the primary place where God chooses to dwell among his 

people. Much Second Temple literature develops the intertwined garden and 

temple motifs as a means of interpreting how God and humanity may meet; 

and such commentary is arguably more concerned with place and proximity 

to God than it is with time (e.g. Odes Sol. 11–12; Sir 24:7–34; Jub. 3:8–

14; 2 Bar. 4:1–6; 4QFlor 1.6; 3 En. 5:1–5). Read alongside this literature, 

John’s depiction of the betrayal, crucifixion, and resurrection in gardens (John 

18:1, 26; 19:41; 20:15) emphasizes God’s presence in Jesus and near to 

humanity. The gardens join the Fourth Gospel’s temple motif as a means of 

communicating divine proximity. While such a reading cuts against 

longstanding assumptions about the importance of Jesus’s absence for the 

Johannine community, it underscores John’s congruity with the varied but 

fundamentally Jewish associations of place and topography with divine 

presence. 

Emily Gathergood, University of Nottingham, ‘She will be 

delivered: the “tokological” salvation of Eve in the Greek Life of 

Adam and Eve and 1 Timothy’ 

In this paper, I argue that the Greek Life of Adam and Eve (GLAE)15–30 tells 

the story of primal transgression with particular interest in the gender-specific 

ramifications of the woman’s diabolical behaviour and speech. In GLAE 25, we 

find an innovative conflation of Genesis 2:17 and 3:16. Eve’s judgement is a 

death sentence with a quintessentially feminine spin—unendurable birth pains 

that result in maternal mortality. However, her judgement comes with a 

mitigating promise that at the point of death in childbirth she will receive 

‘tokological’ salvation: her repentance will solicit divine mercy such that she 

will be physiologically preserved, in order to return to Adam’s rule and 

continue the reproductive cycle. The narrative thus offers a set of 

mythological aetiologies for maternal death, divine midwifery, husbandly rule, 

and the vocation of motherhood. It therefore constitutes a vital comparative 

text for the interpretation of the enigmatic paraenesis on women in 1 

Timothy 2, whose laconic retelling of Eve’s story also underwrites female 

submission and maternity. Can GLAE 25 ‘fill in’ the gaps? 

 

7) Paul     

Chairs: Dorothee Bertschmann & Matthew Novenson            

 

Session 1 

Review Panel: J. Thomas Hewitt, Messiah and Scripture (Mohr 

Siebeck, 2020) and Teresa Morgan, Being ‘in Christ’ in the Letters of 

Paul (Mohr Siebeck, 2020) 

Andrew Boakye, University of Manchester (15 mins) 

Grant Macaskill, University of Aberdeen (15 mins) 

J. Thomas Hewitt, University of Aberdeen (15 mins) 

Teresa Morgan, University of Oxford (15 mins) 

Discussion (30 mins) 
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Session 2 

Clay Mock, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich, ‘What is going on 

with the messiah’s dead? A Comparison of 1 Enoch 49:3 & 1 

Thessalonians 4:16’ 

There is comparable “in”-messiah language to Paul’s in Jewish literature so far 

underexamined. Scholars have rarely noted the similar “in messiah” motif in 1 

Enoch 49:3 relative to 1 Thessalonians 4:16. These two texts provide a 

double opportunity: first to test the translatability of J. Thomas Hewitt and 

Teresa Morgan’s models of Paul’s “in”-messiah language to 1 Enoch 49:3 and 

second to compare the texts’ concepts of messianism. Hewitt and Morgan’s 

Pauline models cannot locate 1 Enoch 49:3, a participatory instance of “in” 

rather than instrumental, solidarity, or encheiristic. A different messianic map, 

though, can place both texts and is developed through a comparison of “in”-

messiah language as a common vocabulary for a common problem: what 

happened to those who died before the messiah’s eschatological appearance? 

That is, both texts evince a messianism interested in the righteous dead. The 

comparison shows the usefulness of redescribing Paul’s messiah with the 

Parables’ messiah for revealing new insights and for rectifying features of 

ancient Jewish messianism, like participation, that scholars have overlooked. 

Barbara Beyer, Humboldt University Berlin, ‘To Be or not to Be “in 

Christ”: On Pauline Prepositional Language’ 

While Paul refers to the believers being in Christ frequently, marking it as the 

present state of their existence, he mentions less often what could or will 

happen to this condition. After they have come to be in Christ, could they 

possibly no longer be in him? This paper addresses how some of Paul’s 

prepositional language describes different modes of existence, each connected 

to a specific time: Firstly, Rom 16:7 shows that people are either in Christ or 

they are not. Those who are in Christ now, once experienced a time when 

they were not. Secondly, as Rom 9:3; Gal 1:6; 5:4 reveal, once a person has 

become a believer, being in Christ is opposed to being distanced from him. 

And thirdly, being with Christ is the future, eternal condition of those who are 

currently in Christ (Rom 6:8; 2 Cor 13:4; Phil 1:23; 1 Thess 4:17; 5:10). 

Therefore, Paul’s prepositional language serves to portray various times in the 

believers’ lives. 

Justin Hagerman, King’s College London, ‘Participation in Christ as 

Accordance and Conformation: An Analysis of κατὰ Χριστὸν Ἰησοῦ 

(Romans 15:5) and σύμμορφον (Philippians 3:21)’ 

This paper attempts to contribute to scholarly discussions on participation in 

Christ by analysing Romans 15:5 and Philippians 3:21. We will argue that 

these texts reflect two distinctive motifs related to those who participate ‘in 

Christ’. First, in Romans 15:5, Paul encourages harmony in the face of 

disagreement. For Paul, this harmony emerges by living in accord with Christ 

Jesus (κατὰ Χριστὸν Ἰησοῦ). The character of this accord is given definition by 

Paul’s references to Jesus’ life (15:3) and his welcoming others (15:7). In the 

second selected text, Philippians 3:21, Paul anticipates a transformation of 

‘our’ mortal body (τὸ σῶμα τῆς ταπεινώσεως ἡμῶν). Through this 

transformation, the ones being ‘in Christ’ are conformed (σύμμορφον) to the 

body of glory associated with his dying and rising. In conclusion, living in 

accord with Jesus and becoming conformed to his resurrected body are two 

motifs that give further definition to participation in Christ. 

Session 3 

Grace Emmett, King’s College London, ‘Becoming a Pauline 

Scholar: Masculinity Studies and “Proper” Pauline Studies’ 
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How can a consideration of what it means for Paul to ‘become a man’ (1 Cor 

13:11) invite us to consider what it currently means to become a Pauline 

scholar? This paper argues that recent developments in masculinity studies 

are valuable not only for our readings of Paul, but also for questioning the 

environment within which readings of Paul are curated. Engaging in this 

examination of our discipline reveals both masculine- and method-normativity 

as the unmarked undercurrents within much of Pauline studies. By remaining 

unnamed, these scripts serve to define what constitutes ‘proper’ Pauline 

scholarship, and thus indirectly, what is not ‘proper’ Pauline scholarship—as 

well as who is, and is not, a ‘proper’ Pauline scholar. This structural 

gatekeeping inhibits Pauline studies from being a more creative and diverse 

academic enterprise. This paper is therefore a call to interrogate how we as 

Pauline scholars continue to perform the scripts of masculine- and method-

normativity, and how we might expand the boundaries of ‘proper’ Pauline 

scholarship. 

Logan Williams, Durham University, ‘Is Torah-Observance the 

Essence of Judaism? An Historical and Decolonial Critique of the 

“Paul within Judaism” Schule’ 

Scholars in the ‘Paul within Judaism’ (PWJ) Schule at times accuse other 

interpreters of denying Paul’s Jewishness on the basis of how they construe 

his relationship to Torah. While this paper will not argue for a particular 

interpretation of Paul’s Torah-observance, it will critique the operative notion 

that any specific form of Torah-observance constitutes the criterion for 

interpreting Paul as ‘within Judaism’. Using the analytical tools offered by 

Frantz Fanon and Jean-Paul Sartre’s critique of Négritude (a twentieth century 

literary movement), I suggest that some PWJ interpreters unwittingly 

recapitulate essentialist definitions of Judaism which are constructions of early 

Christian heresiologists and early modern German scholars. I provide 

historical examples in which people who ought to be historically understood 

as Jewish do not exhibit the kind of Torah-observance required by Paul within 

Judaism scholars to count as being ‘within Judaism’. In light of the diversity of 

ancient Jewish religious behaviour, it is inappropriate to consider any scholar 

to be denying Paul’s Jewishness simply on the basis of how she or he 

understands Paul’s relationship to Torah. 

Leonardo Choi, Durham University, ‘Solidarity: Paul and la Teología 

del Pueblo in Dialogue’ 

The past decades have witnessed the proliferation of studies on the social 

dynamics present in the Pauline corpus, many of these focused on the Graeco-

Roman categories of Patrocinium and Εὐεργεσία. The problem with these 

approaches is that they only consider the flow of gift-reciprocity between 

unequal parties. However, the majority in the Roman Empire (including the 

first Pauline assemblies) lived at near or subsistence level, and thus, operated 

under a different set of social dynamics. Hence, this essay intends to use some 

key concepts of la Teología del Pueblo (also known as Argentinian Liberation 

Theology), a theological movement based on the life and ethos of the poor, in 

order to illuminate aspects of communal solidarity in 2 Cor 8-9. This heuristic 

exercise will help us discover in these chapters a mode of gift-giving that is 

not motivated by a sense of self-sufficiency but by an awareness of one’s own 

vulnerability, creating as a result bonds of communal solidarity where the 

parties involved rely on each other in order to survive and flourish. 
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8) Synoptic Gospels     

Chairs: Kent Brower & Tim Carter                                  

 

Session 1 

Kai Akagi, Japan Bible Seminary, ‘Is This a Joseph Reference?: Chain 

Allusion in Matthew 2:18’ 

The quotation of Jeremiah 31:15 in Matthew 2:18 has puzzled readers both by 

its form and its placement. Maarten J. J. Menken has observed that the form 

of the quotation combines Jeremiah 31:15 with Genesis 37:35. In contrast to 

Menken’s proposal that this form resulted from scribal exegesis reflected in 

Matthew’s Vorlage, this paper argues that a combination of Jeremiah 31:15, 

Genesis 37:35, and Genesis 42:36 occurred at Matthew’s compositional stage 

for the purpose of signaling allusions to Jeremiah and the Joseph Story 

simultaneously. This chain allusion functions in Matthew to appropriate new 

exile and new exodus themes while also recapitulating the beginning of Israel’s 

history through Jesus’s entrance to Egypt for the life of his people in parallel 

to the role of Joseph in Genesis. Finally, this paper considers how this use of 

the Joseph story in Matthew may have served to provide one Christian 

answer to expectations for a messiah son of Joseph when Jesus was known as 

a Judahite. 

Peter Turnill, Independent scholar, ‘Matthew’s Apocalyptic 

Christology: a study of the Transfiguration’ 

The Gospel of Matthew is well known for its greater use of apocalyptic 

imagery and it is also well known for its particularly elevated christology. 

What is less well appreciated is the connection between the two. Matthew’s 

Gospel has also in particular been the subject of intense scrutiny and 

speculation regarding the social situation of Matthew and his supposed 

community, to account for the strong tensions regarding Judaism in general 

and the Torah in particular. A good fit for this Gospel has been the parting of 

the ways between Judaism and Christianity, with concomitant questions over 

Jewish identity with Gentile conversions. These tensions, identity problems 

and possible persecution, have provided a fertile background to explain the 

heightened apocalypticism in the work. But has focus on background 

questions eclipsed the theology of Matthew itself, and even more so the 

christology? Rather than studying the apocalyptic features to speculate about 

the community, a potentially more fruitful area of study is how Matthew uses 

such imagery in service of his high christology. I will focus on Matthew’s 

Transfiguration narrative as perhaps the clearest example of his apocalyptic 

reworking of the tradition. 

Mireia Vidal i Quintero, University of Edinburgh, ‘From Lament 

over Jerusalem to Lament over Jesus: a reading through cultural 

trauma and ritual lamentation approaches’ 

The Lament over Jerusalem (Luke 13:34-35 // Matt 23:37-39) is one of the 

most interesting pericopae in the double tradition as it holds the only piece 

that can be rightly labelled as “lament” in the whole New Testament. While in 

Luke and Matthew the lament is to be read as a prophecy ex eventu on the 

occasion of the destruction of the Temple/Jerusalem in 70 CE, I contend that 

in Q it makes all the more sense when understood as a traumatic marker 

over Jesus’s death. Indeed, approaching the text through cultural trauma and 

ritual lamentation insights, I argue that the Lament offers a narrative designed 

to make sense of Jesus’s death while structuring a commemorative action that 

allows the group espousing his memory to push forward. In this vein, ritual 

lamentation, in which women played a crucial role within the social mores of 
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Jewish piety, reveals itself as a critical and remarkable early instance of 

elaboration of Jesus memory. 

Session 2: Joint Session with New Testament and 

Second Temple Judaism 

ONLINE ONLY (14.00 Friday) 

In person participants should join in this session either from their bedrooms 

or from the LRC Lecture Room (with headphones). 

Book Review Panel: Matthew Thiessen, Jesus and the Forces of 

Death: The Gospels’ Portrayal of Ritual Impurity Within First Century 

Judaism (Baker Academic Press, 2020) 

Panel members: Chris Keith (St Mary’s University, Twickenham) and Candida 

Moss (University of Birmingham), with Matthew Thiessen (McMaster 

University) in attendance. 

Session 3 

Richard Burridge, University of Manchester, ‘The Rough Mark: 

Attempting a Literal Verbatim Translation’ 

 This reading of the first half of the Gospel of Mark will be based upon a 

literal translation, following various guiding rules or principles, such as: 

• keeping to the same word order (which tends to make Mark sound 

all Yorkshire like Geoffrey Boycott, or the Jedi master, Yoda, with the 

subject following the verb!); 

• keeping to the same tenses (so Mark’s 151 uses of the historic 

present keep popping up in sentences with past main verbs); 

• keeping to the same word groups (thus the link between the 

common verb συνάγω, gather together, and the ‘synagogue’, 

συναγωγή, is missed in most English translations, while the perfectly 

normal ἀφίημι, ‘to leave or let go’ (in Mark 1:18, 20, 31, 34) is often 

translated as “forgive” (in Mark 2:5, 7, 9) – and any link between 

these close references is lost 

The translation is designed for oral performance, preferably in its entirety, in 

three Acts over two parts (splitting at Mark 8.21-26 as the boundary hinge). 

This session will feature the reading or performance of as much of the first 

half of Mark as possible, together with some pointers for lessons which have 

been learned, difficulties encountered, reactions garnered etc., in order to 

provoke a good discussion. 

 

9) The New Testament and Christian Theology     

Chairs: Erin Heim & Jamie Davies                    

 

Session 1 

Jonathan Rowlands, St Mellitus College, ‘Reuniting Past and 

Present: Coakley and Sonderegger on Prayer and Scripture’ 

Within biblical studies lies a concern regarding the ‘historical distance’ 

between its subject matter (the biblical texts and their historical context) and 

its participants (biblical scholars themselves). By this I mean a concern that 

the ontological distance between past and present results in 

an epistemological barrier; that the past is so other and distant from the 

context within which it is studied that it becomes fundamentally unknowable 
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to scholars in the present. In this paper I claim a fuller understanding of the 

nature of prayer, informed by the recent works of Sarah Coakley and 

Katherine Sonderegger, overcomes this distance. I suggest prayer is best 

understood as participation in the inner life of God (so Coakley) and, 

therefore, as genuine communication with this self-same God (so 

Sonderegger). Understood as participatory communication between temporal 

and atemporal, between finite and infinite, prayer offers a genuine (albeit 

imperfect) means of bridging the distance between ourselves and the biblical 

texts. As such, this paper culminates in an argument for the centrality of 

prayer in theologically interpreting scripture. 

Alison Walker, Trinity College, Bristol, ‘”All who believed were 

together and had all things in common”: The Use of Scripture in 

the Theology of Willie James Jennings’ 

Willie James Jennings is widely recognised as a leading scholar in theology. His 

first book The Christian Imagination: Theology and the Origins of Race, published 

in 2010, provides a theological account of the problem of race. In 2017 

Jennings’ published a commentary on Acts, and he regularly engages New 

Testament texts through out his publications. This can be seen in his 

endeavour to articulate the nature of the collective life of Christians. This is 

achieved through engagement with passages from the Gospel’s of Mark and 

Matthew. Furthermore, he continues his argument by drawing heavily on Acts 

2:44 to establish “the common” as the goal of Christian life, where those who 

would be separated due to socio-economic divisions are bound together. This 

paper will analyse Jennings’ method in respect to Scripture, which I will 

elucidate through engagement with John Webster who employs the language 

of sanctification in his Doctrine of Scripture. Having established Jennings’ 

method, I will address his use of the aforementioned New Testament texts to 

articulate his hope for Christian collective life. 

Justin M. Hagerman, King’s College, London, ‘Scripture and Habits 

of Interpretation: A Model of Practical Reasoning’ 

In his 1998 Engaging Scripture, Stephen Fowl brings into relief how the 

interpretation of Scripture may shape interpretative habits. At the same time, 

Fowl is attentive to the ways in which these same habits may then influence 

one’s interpretation of Scripture. In view of this dialectical relationship 

between Scripture and its interpreters, Fowl emphasises the use of practical 

reasoning (phronēsis), which aims to appreciate not only the content of 

Scripture, but also the questions that interpreters bring to a selected passage. 

This paper attempts to contribute to scholarly discussion concerning the 

doctrine of Scripture by arguing that an interpretative model 

of phronēsis emerges from the content of Scripture itself. We will first provide 

a critical definition of phronēsis in dialogue with Aristotle and Elizabeth 

Anscombe. Then, we will analyse how Scripture portrays knowledge and love, 

two habits that contribute to an effective use of phronēsis in the 

interpretation of Scripture. 

Session 2: Inaugural Lecture of the New Testament 

and Christian Theology Seminar 

Katherine Sonderegger, Virginia Theological Seminary, ‘The New 

Testament and the Doctrine of Scripture’ 

Grant Macaskill, University of Aberdeen, respondent 

Jennifer Strawbridge, University of Oxford, respondent 
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Session 3 

Philip Ziegler, University of Aberdeen, ‘The Doctrine of Scripture 

and/as Sachkritik’ 

The historic Protestant wager that Christian faith and theology are 

established and governed sola scriptura sui ipsius interpres—by ‘scripture alone 

as it interprets itself’—trades upon a dogmatic account of scripture that 

authorises and demands the practice of a specific form of Sachkritik. If what 

Paul called ‘the gospel of God’ (1 Thes: 2:2; Rom 1:1) is  the material centre 

[Sache] of the New Testament witness, then it must serve as the discrimen of 

a Christian construal and reading of the Scriptures as a whole. The creaturely 

service and disservice of biblical texts qua Scripture will then be appreciated 

with primary reference to their constitutive relation to this material centre. 

This view, I suggest, (1) makes sustained argument concerning the Sache of 

the biblical witness the proper and primary business of a Christian doctrine of 

Scripture, and (2) funds critical questions concerning approaches to the 

‘theological exegesis of Scripture’ determined by more formal or ecclesiastical 

commitments to a ‘canonical principle’ or the valorisation of ‘pre-modern 

hermeneutics’. 

Matthew Novenson, University of Edinburgh, ‘How to Name a 

Testament’ 

As Brevard Childs, in particular, emphasised, the existence of a two-

Testament Christian Bible is prima facie obvious and simple but, upon 

reflection, theologically vexing. Recent discussion (especially, for the purposes 

of this paper: Elizabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Notger Slenczka, Hal Taussig, 

Andy Stanley, and Laura Nasrallah, with some backward glances to 

Schleiermacher and Harnack) has seen a cluster of problems around the 

choice of names for the two corpora traditionally called the Old and New 

Testaments. This paper discusses the various arguments for and against the 

labels old, new, Jewish, Christian, scripture, testament, and more. It is argued 

that the very ancient terms “Old Testament” and “New Testament,” certain 

liabilities notwithstanding, are better than any of the recent alternatives on 

offer.  

Erin Heim, Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, respondent 
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SIMULTANEOUS SHORT PAPER DETAILS AND ABSTRACTS 

Session A                                                      

ONLINE ONLY          (Zoom Link on p. 29) 

Chair: Tom de Bruin, Newbold College of Higher Education 

Simeon Burke, Cambridge Theological Federation, ‘From Sayings 

to Texts: The Development of Literary Contextualisation in the 

Early Christian Re-Use of Jesus’s Words’ 

If René Nünlist was right to note that the study of ancient literary 

contextualisation—the reading practice of attending to the immediate textual 

context of a word, line or saying—is still in its infancy, then how much more 

true is this of the study of early Christian literary contextualisation. In this 

paper, I address this problem by tracing a diversity of early Christian attempts 

to negotiate the immediate literary contexts of Jesus’s sayings. I argue that the 

development of literary contextualisation was a gradual one, moving from the 

decontextualised use of Jesus’s sayings in ethical discussions, to the use of 

contextual details in exegesis and, finally, the theorisation and articulation of 

literary context as a hermeneutical principle. This last reading practice, I 

contend, originates with two, significant early Christian authors: Tertullian of 

Carthage and Origen of Alexandria. This paper therefore opens up a fresh 

and much-needed, hermeneutical perspective on the early Christian re-use of 

Jesus’s words and offers historically contextualised explanations for the 

various reading strategies employed by the earliest readers of the gospels. 

 

Andrew Doole, University of Innsbruck, Austria, ‘Making the “Bad 

Guy” Even Worse: Early Christian Commentary on Barabbas’ 

Barabbas just happened to be in the wrong place at the right time. In the 

canonical gospels he appears to have taken part in anti-establishment στάσις 

(Mark 15:7), even murder (Luke 23:19) and is thus designated a λῃστής (John 

18:40) and a δέσμιος ἐπίσημος (Matt 27:16). The idea that the people of 

Jerusalem wanted him set free is credible; the idea that the Romans would set 

him free less so. Yet when later Christian commentators come to explain 

Barabbas, his status as a ‘bad guy’ escalates rather quickly as he becomes a 

type. But which type? For Augustine he is the sinner, guilty of “many crimes” 

yet receiving a pardon. For Origen he is the scapegoat sent alive into the 

wilderness, but he is also the evil in every human soul. For Hilary of Poitier 

and Ambrose, Barabbas is the Antichrist. The Judean insurrectionist also 

becomes emblematic of the sins of ‘the Jews’. I will look at patristic 

commentary on Barabbas to show how antisemitic sentiment and allegorical 

hermeneutics turn a single prisoner into evil personified. 

 

Chloe Church, University of Exeter and University of Bristol, ‘Titian 

as Biblical Interpreter: The Construction of Sexual Violence in 

Titian’s Annunciation (1564)’ 

This paper is a reception-historical investigation of the sexually violent 

interpretation of the Annunciation to Mary (Lk 1:26-38) in Titian’s 

Annunciation (1564). The image falls into a subcategory of Titian’s paintings 

that represent scenes of rape from Greek and Roman mythology, for example 

his Rape of Europa (1560-2) and Lucretia and Tarquin (1571). This paper 

explores how Titian’s visual exegesis problematises a normative reading of 

the Annunciation narrative and raises questions about the nature of Gabriel’s 
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visit. It uses a twostep methodology for image analysis, firstly focussing on the 

composition and the deviances from the biblical account. Secondly, it provides 

evidence for how and why the narrative is represented as a moment of sexual 

violence, with specific attention being given to the contextual factors that 

affected the interpretation. In light of the findings, I pose the question of 

whether any visual representation of the Annunciation can exist in isolation 

from themes of sexual violence; the tension between male/female, 

initiator/receiver, and active/passive making the Annunciation narrative 

innately problematic when translated into the visual mode. 

 

Session B                                                     

ONLINE ONLY                   (Zoom Link on p. 30) 

Chair: Simon Woodman, King’s College London 

Siobhán Jolley, University of Manchester, ‘Reframing Female 

Power: Davis, Barocci, and Mary Magdalene’ 

What does female power look like in the canonical Gospels? Taking the case 

study of Mary Magdalene and her reception in Barocci’s 1590 Christ Appears 

to Saint Mary Magdalene and Garth Davis’ 2018 eponymous film, this paper 

will offer one possible answer to this question: counter-hegemonic agency. In 

Christ Appears, Barocci inverts the typical dynamics of the Johannine Noli Me 

Tangere by presenting Christ reaching out to the Magdalene. In Mary 

Magdalene, Davis presents her as a close disciple of Jesus (against social 

norms and only contentiously integrated amongst the male disciples). Both 

artistic ‘adaptations’ (after Hutcheon) express female power through the 

Magdalene’s agency in responding to Jesus’ call(s), rather than passively 

awaiting his liberation.1 Using Bal’s notion of ‘framing’ to engage film, artwork 

and biblical text, this paper will argue that this theme is also present in the 

Gospel accounts. 2 It will thus propose a reception-critical reading of Mary 

Magdalene’s agency therein as a model for female power that is at once 

feminist, Christian and rooted in subversive action contrary to patriarchal 

norms. 

Katie Turner, ‘The Good Jew: Christian Representations of 

“Authentic” Judaism’ 

Midway through the 15th-century East-Anglian N-Town Passion Play, Jesus 

sits down to a Passover meal with his apostles. He relays God’s 

commandment to remember the Passover (Ex. 13:3-10) and explains the 

significance of the meal, before explicitly linking Passover to the Eucharist and 

his forthcoming death on the Cross. Meanwhile, on another stage, the High 

Priests Annas and Caiaphas, and their retinue, plot Jesus’ arrest and 

execution. They do not commemorate Passover as God commanded, or 

indeed, at all. The simultaneous performance of these two scenes highlights 

the juxtaposition of each group’s piety and priorities. 

This paper will look at how the N-Town Passion Play positions Jesus as a 

‘good’ Jew in order to communicate anti-Judaic notions regarding Jewish 

‘ignorance’ of their own scriptures, before reflecting on how some modern 

dramatizations, attempting to ‘accurately’ represent Jesus’ Jewishness (often in 

an attempt to combat antisemitism), inadvertently do the same. 

Anna Budhi-Thornton, University of Manchester, ‘”It’s Raining 

Manliness”: The Complex Interaction of Masculine Ideals in the 

Gospel of John’ 
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Recognising the complexities of gender construction in the New Testament is 

by no means a new phenomenon, especially when considering masculinity as 

has been discovered by scholars such as Conway, Wilson and Emmett. In this 

paper, I seek to establish and display the complex nature of New Testament 

masculine gender construction, both within a single model and in the 

interaction between two models of first century masculine ideals. To do this, I 

will analyse two events in the life of Jesus as described in the Gospel of John. 

Firstly, the violent way in which Jesus drives the people out of the temple 

(John 2:13-22) as an example of internalised complexity within the perception 

of Hebrew masculinity. Secondly, the torturous flogging Jesus receives from 

Roman soldiers before his execution (John 19:1-6) as an example of how 

Roman and Hebrew perceptions of masculinity can contrast and interact. 

 

Session C                                                     

Location:  LRC Lecture Room  

(Zoom Link for first paper on p. 30) 

Chair: Sarah Parkhouse, University of Manchester 

Lynn E. Mills, Trinity College Dublin, ‘The Holy Spirit Variant in the 

Lukan Lord’s Prayer’ 

There is a little-known variant in the Lukan Lord’s Prayer which replaces 

“your kingdom come” with a  request for the Holy Spirit to come and cleanse 

us. Textual critical study of variants has generally been divided into two 

approaches. The traditional approach seeks to find the “original text,” while 

the other examines variants in order to learn about the theology and history 

of the early church. To focus singularly on the Urtext excludes the value of 

variants which provide rich and illuminating insight into the transmission and 

reception of scripture. Indeed, reception history is widely acknowledged as 

shaping our understanding of the meaning of a composition. This paper 

analyzes the arguments for and against the authenticity of the variant and how 

this tradition may inform notions of cleansing by the divine Spirit. 

Elizabeth Corsar, St Padarn’s Institute & Julia Lindenlaub, 

University of Edinburgh, ‘Imagining the Composition of the Fourth 

Gospel in Late Antique Apocryphal Acts’ 

The circumstances in which the Fourth Gospel was composed were of 

considerable interest in late antiquity, as exemplified by two contrasting 

examples in the Acts of Timothy and the Acts of John by Prochorus. The 

former focuses on John as an editor of the Synoptic gospels and portrays him 

writing in response to these predecessors; the latter dramatizes John as a 

prophet receiving his gospel on a mountain top, responding only to divine 

revelation from heaven. While at first glance these imaginings appear starkly 

distinct, the Fourth Gospel itself evinces a multifaceted representation of its 

composition. This paper will examine John’s use of prior gospel material in 

the Acts of Timothy 8–10 in light of the Fourth Gospel’s original epilogue, as 

well as John’s prophetic portrayal in the Acts of John by Prochorus 2.28–32 in 

light of the original gospel’s indications of scriptural status. In this way, these 

texts attest the Fourth Gospel’s especially generative impact on late antique 

Christian authors’ imaginings of gospel composition. 

James Crossley, St Mary’s University/CenSAMM, ‘Apocalypticism at 

the Time of Christian Origins: The Language of the Oppressed or 

the Writing of the Elite?’ 

The old cliché that apocalypticism was the language of the oppressed has 

seemingly been made obsolete by a range of recent scholarship (particularly 
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North American) which has emphasised that apocalypticism was a scribal and 

even elite discourse and a means of describing or constructing their own 

displacement. While this corrective has indisputable merit, the often-polarised 

debate can miss the point by attaching apocalypticism to a particular socio-

economic position or status rather than understanding apocalypticism as a 

broader shared language which crossed status and class. This paper will 

provide relevant cross-cultural and first-century examples from Judea and 

Galilee to show how complex class dynamics were in the articulation of 

upheaval, imperialism, and a new world order. Particular attention will be paid 

to issues of class and status with reference to the leadership and adherents of 

‘apocalyptic’ or ‘millenarian’ movements and how such movements related to 

changing social, economic, and political circumstances. 
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